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NFL Draft 2022 Scouting Report: TE Isaiah Likely, 

Coastal Carolina 

*Our TE grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

**Our TE formulas had some slight changes in the offseason—an adjustment to better identify and value 

TE prospects that are smaller physically and are primed for the era ahead...the era of Jordan Reed and 

Delanie Walker-type TEs. Our historical grades will have changed some on various prospects as well, to 

show their grades by comparison.  

 

It’s been a weird pre-Draft season for Likely… So many scouts and analysts jumped aboard his hype train 

early 2022 after a really good career at Coastal Carolina and a Senior Bowl invite – and when Likely 

measured 6’4”+ at the Senior Bowl, coming in taller than some whispered fears of a 6’2-low 

6’3”, draft guys like the McShays and Jeremiahs went nuts proclaiming him the sleeper case to be the 

top TE prospect in this draft. 

Fast forward a month to the NFL Combine, where Likely skipped getting timed but did the basic pass 

catching drills and looked fine…so his lofty prospect status stayed elevated. 

But then the bad news…news that the top media analysts will ignore because it doesn’t fit their 

narrative, and because it’s later in the process…the bad news is/was, Likely’s Pro Day was a hot disaster. 

Likely posted a terrible 4.83 40-time, a weak 1.70 10-yard burst…and a not-good 7.39 three-cone. 

Bottom of the class speed and agility times from Likely. The supposed great ‘move TE’…turns out, he 

doesn’t move so well after all. Likely was well advised to skip getting timed at the Combine (because 

they knew it would be weak) and just wait to get tested at a Pro Day no one really cared about, late in 

the pre-Draft process. Very smart ‘handling’ of his pre-Draft draft status…protecting him from the full-

on damage these poor measurables would have revealed at the Combine with everyone paying 

attention. 

I’m not subject to such ‘unwritten’ scouting laws as ignoring a late-in-the-process Pro Day. I don’t tie 

myself to anything and never change…when the info changes, goes in a different direction – I have to 

consider it. So, I have to reconsider everything on Likely. Actually, I’m going back to my initial summer 

2021 preview thoughts on him. 

I was getting sucked in a bit by the notion that Likely was one of the faster TEs in this class…a nice move 

TE. My evaluation of his tape showed a guy who looked 6’2”-6’3” and was pretty quick off the snap/had 

nice movement…but it turned out none of that was true. He measured much taller than expected, which 

made me think ‘wow, 6’4”+ and good movement skills…I better take this seriously’! The NFL guys 
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certainly did when his 6’4” news hit. However, when his disastrous Pro Day came out, I was like ‘ummm, 

we’ve got a problem here’…but the big name NFL draft analysts are ignoring it. 

How could everyone be so wrong on Likely’s size and movement skills? 

My theory is that Likely is a bit of an optical illusion. Tough to describe what I mean, but I’ll try… 

Likely plays small/lower to the ground…like he’s perpetually hunched over, low to the ground. He’s not 

an upright athlete. It’s not a crime, but it is (I think) why so many thought he could measure 6’2” and 

have an issue or be pigeonholed into a Jordan Reed type role (which is not the worst thing ever). 

Another optical illusion: Likely looks like he’s moving fast on tape too, but his Pro Day says it’s not true – 

and this makes me wonder if Likely is so compact, almost power-RB-like or fullback-like in his 

stature/movement that he short strides/has choppy feet that look like they’re moving faster than they 

are…kinda the opposite of a Darren Waller or Jelani Woods – they have longer bodies, play taller, and 

they have big/efficient strides that look slow to the eye, but then they clock ‘surprising’ speed to the 

experts…myself included. Likely ‘surprised’ (bad) with a 4.83 40-time at his Pro Day, but with Pro Day 

fudge factors…could that be closer to 4.9 than a 4.8? Jelani Woods, who looks a lot slower on tape ( 

because he’s 6’7”+)… ran a 4.6 at the NFL Combine. 

Likely has very bad Pro Day results but had a good output/career in college…so, I turned back to more 

extensive tape work to see what hit me on Likely – and I have to say, the more I watched, the less 

impressed I was. 

Likely does look like he is faster than his Pro Day, a good burst off the snap…but, again, this could be an 

optical illusion. He was covered fairly easily when facing better opponents like Northern Illinois (bowl 

game) and against Kansas…not that those are marquee matchups, but they were the best Likely would 

face…while he went-off on teams ranked 100+ in scoring defense in 2021 (Arkansas State, La. 

Monroe)…and then I saw that Northern Illinois was the 112th defense in 2021, but a bowl team…where 

Likely scored 2 TDs in  the game.   

The more I watched, the more I fell out of any like for Likely…he’s a pretty good, pretty big/stout athlete 

for weak D1 teams to contend with, but when facing any semblance of a real opposition Likely was a 

more mediocre piece of the game…and covered tightly by linebackers or safeties on his routes just fine. 

Likely had a great stat line against Northern Illinois in his final game/bowl game…7-96-2. But watching 

it…his big play (for a rec. TD) was a creative flea flicker he slipped out wide open by 20+ yards in any 

direction for an easy catch and run-away score. I walked away from all Likely’s tape thinking he was a ‘C’ 

prospect (at best) working against a lot of ‘D’ and ‘F’ NFL prospects on his schedule, and he took 

advantage. A nice college tight end…a shaky one for the NFL. 

I also thought Likely was a poor blocker. He doesn’t mash or maul into opposing guys, he kinda goes up, 

stops/halts, and pushes his arms out to look like he’s blocking. There are nice blocking moments of him 
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crushing some defenders, but it’s almost always him on the move seeking a small DB or OLB, on a weak 

opponent roster, to attack. When he is on the line, in a three-point stance vs. bigger edge guys…he’s not 

as ‘tough’ or engaged in blocking. 

If Likely is a weak blocker (for the next level) and a below average athlete…then what’s his case here? 

Some scouts think he’s fast on tape because they're being optically illusioned? Because he had a bunch 

of TDs (a good tally for a TE, 27 career TDs) – even if most of the scores came against bottom tier D1 

defenses (and we’ll show that in a moment). 

I don’t like his game, and I don’t love his character either. He’s not a troublemaker but he is a bit 

arrogant, not too swift, likes to make comments on social media, likes the cool choreographed TD 

celebrations – he’s not a bad guy, he just comes off (to me) as immature…compared to the other TE 

prospects trying to find work in the NFL. 

I was not too thrilled with Likely going into this study. Was ‘meh’ on him last summer in a preview, and 

against ahead of the Senior Bowl – then when he measured 6’4”+, I started to wonder if my mind was 

the problem. But his Pro Day flop, more tape study, and just his personality (to me) snapped me back to 

‘meh’ on him. 

Likely has an NFL body to work with, look at – but I don’t know that it is a real impactful package for the 

NFL on the upside…although there is a flicker of hope. 

 

  

Isaiah Likely, Through the Lens of Our TE Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- 27 career TDs.  

How many against defenses ranked #75 or worse in his career?  

How many against defense ranked 100+? 

2018 = 5 total TDs…2 TDs vs. 70+ ranked defenses (and also, they were both 100+ ranked defenses) 

2019 = 5 TDs, 4 TDs vs. 70+ ranked D’s, and 2 TDs were 100+ (or an FCS) 

2020 = 5 TDs, 3 TDs vs. 70+ ranked D’s (and also, they were 100+) 

2021 = 12 TDs!!! 11 TDs against 70+ ranked defenses…which was all but one of his TDs – and 9 of the 12 

were 100+ ranked defenses. 

Total= 27 TDs…20 TDs came against defenses ranked 70+ (or FCS) in the nation. 16 of the 27 against 

defenses ranked 100+.  
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If his TD prowess is inflated, and general catch and yardage output is solid (but hyped against 100+ 

ranked defenses)…and his speed/agility times are bad…and his blocking is lacking…then what are we 

talking about here?  

A ‘project’ at best.  

 

 

The Historical TE Prospects to Whom Isaiah Likely Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

A great comp with Cole Hikutini, who a lot of people liked as a good movement TE in his draft, and he 

had a nice 2016 college senior season (50-668-8)…but in the end there wasn’t any ‘there’ there.  

 

TE 
Grade 

TE-
Reed 

Last First Yr College H H W Spd-
Agil 

Metric 

Strgth 
Blxing 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

6.218 7.63 Likely Isaiah 2022 Coast. Carolina 6 4.4 245 0.49 5.98 7.45 

5.526 2.09 Hikutini Cole 2017 Louisville 6 4.1 247 -1.70 5.21 7.30 

4.951 6.80 Conrad C.J. 2019 Kentucky 6 4.4 249 -0.18 5.82 7.83 

6.577 4.59 Brate Cameron 2014 Harvard 6 5.0 244 1.58 4.66 8.66 

6.086 4.34 Long Hunter 2021 Boston Coll 6 5.0 254 2.34 6.23 7.84 

5.193 0.56 Sifrin Jean 2015 U Mass 6 5.2 245 -0.31 3.20 8.33 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a TE prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where we see 

a stronger correlation of TEs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more 

rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL TE. 

All of the TE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

**The ‘TE-Reed’ score is in honor of Jordan Reed’s 2015 season…looking at TEs in a different 

manner—the smaller, speedy receiving threats. 

“Speed-Agility Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, 

mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Power-Strength Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench 

press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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“Hands Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, 

considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling 

for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and 

project the combination of data for receiving success at the next level. 

 

2022 NFL Draft Outlook: 

’m pretty sure you cannot find a draft website, pro or mainstream, which doesn’t have Likely in its top 

five TE prospects, more with him in their top 3 than not. If you do see someone ranking him outside the 

top 5 TEs…it’s the oddball of football society. He’s a top 100 prospect just about everywhere. 

I want to say he won’t be a top 100, that the NFL better scouts will sniff this out – but I know there will 

be coaches who fly by the eyeball test, and they’ll ignore/not fully understand the Pro Day info, and 

they’ll see what looks like a fast guy on tape…and they’ll chase him at his size. I can hear the ghost 

of Mike Mayock saying, “Quicker than fast!” 

If I were an NFL GM, Likely is pretty much off my board. I’m not drafting him in day two or three, so I’d 

only be tracking him not seriously considering taking him. He’s worth a look at a certain level, but not 

top 100…or 150, in my economics. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Will be drafted top 100, or close to it, and will try to be groomed like a Gerald Everett…could be a solid 

Ian Thomas like TE (I always think Ian Thomas when I watch Likely). Thomas is a solid NFL hand at TE. 

Maybe, Likely can snap into gear and just be a handy TE. I would want more as an NFL GM/HC, but these 

NFL guys love plodders and squatters at tight end.    
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